
On Mon, Feb 1, 2016 at 10:08 AM, Parker Gallant  wrote an e-mail letter:
To: The Honourable Mayor John Tory and many others:

Re:  What is up with Toronto Hydo
If you are a Toronto resident or anyone in the Province of Ontario with a vested interest in the truth and 
how the electricity system operates;  the posting on Tom Adam's website today will shock you.  In 
particular the hidden innuendo present in the article and various attachments is particularly disconcerting 
in this reputedly "transparent" province.
Retired experts from Toronto Hydro were upset with the way in which it was/is being run and how safety 
and reliability issues are simply ignored. They articulated their observations and sent it to the parties we 
should trust to conduct a proper investigation. As it turned out they have been shoved aside despite their 
expertise on these matters.
They were particularly upset about the way the Toronto Ombudsman's office dealt with the issues they 
reported and additionally how the Ontario Energy Board made it obvious they didn't want to disturb the 
status quo.  
It is interesting that the former Toronto Ombudsman is now the new Hydro One Ombudsman or is that 
simply a coincidence?
The other party they approached, the Toronto Auditor General's office; seem to have simply been scared 
away but it's unclear who did the scaring.   
If you follow the Ontario energy sector you will quickly discern the CEO of Toronto Hydro is the 
cheerleader that Minister Chiarelli hauls out to back up his rebuttals to the Ontario Auditor General's 
scathing reports and to explain the wonders of other things such as "smart meters".  Just 
another coincidence?
In my humble opinion the self-serving nature of a number of key people in the controlling seats makes 
me personally uneasy and all ratepayers in the City of Toronto and the Province of Ontario should also be
concerned.  This needs to be brought out by the media and authorities should be instructed properly 
investigate.  
Find the posting on Tom's site here:
   http://www.tomadamsenergy.com/2016/02/01/ontario-electricity-regulation-crisis-report-part-125-
guest-post-stonewalled-by-guardians/
After you have read the article and attachments residents of Toronto should make sure their elected 
councillor does something about it!
Parker Gallant,
A shocked and former Toronto resident


